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Dating/in a
relationship

My experiences. My choices.
Maybe I’m dating/in a relationship because . . .
• It makes life more fun and interesting.
• There are amazing folks at my school and I enjoy exploring possibilities.
• I want more than friends or casual hook ups in my life.

Let’s face it: putting yourself out there can be awkward and even scary
sometimes. Here’s what other folks have tried for meeting new people:
• Mix social circles: friends can help you relax or be your “wing person” so
you can be yourself.
• Online dating: can be a great option if you’re shy, super busy, or want to
see who’s out there.
• Social occasions: you’re at the same event, so you have at least 1 thing in common!

Best game = be confident, smile, and introduce yourself

Whatever your reasons, they’re yours… own ‘em!
You’ve met someone you’re attracted to. Now what?

• Go out (just the two of you) and get to know each other better. If you’re
nervous, start with some small talk – movies, favorite places to chill, or
what you’re doing on the weekend.
• Limit dates to public spaces until you feel more comfortable with each other.
• Try to stay open-minded, especially about appearances, you might be
surprised! But know what you want in a partner as well as for yourself
and relationships.

Tips for making the first move

• Be respectful of yourself and the other person.
• Pay attention to body language (e.g. eye contact, arms folded) –
what signals are they sending? If you don’t know, just ask.
• Get consent before trying anything sexual. Remember “no” is a
complete sentence.

Recognize that dates may not always work out and that’s okay.

Taking the next step/maintaining a relationship
Questions to consider:
• What level of commitment are you both looking for?
• Are you having fun?
• Do you both get time to yourself?
• If you’re getting sexual, have you talked about your sexual histories?
• What’s your plan to prevent STIs/pregnancy?
• How do you handle disagreements?
• Do you check in about how it’s going, and work on making things better?
Remember: relationships work best when people feel their needs are
being met and also have room to grow.

Hey,
can we talk about
where this is
going?

Yeah,
I’d Like that.
be yourself:

do you!

Card 3 of 3. Collect them all!
I may be drinking tonight • I am not drinking tonight -andI may be having sex tonight • I am not having sex tonight

!
Do YOU
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